Although PID control is still widely used in the industry, it isn't answered a high performance demand. On the other hand, the model predictive control MPC is paid attention as effective control but it takes much cost to introduce MPC instead of the PID control since the MPC structure quite different from the PID control. To defeat such situation, this paper proposes a model predictive PID Control method. In this method, the PID control gains are derived by solving the constrained optimization problem based on MPC algorithm without using inverse matrixes. The numerical simulations show that the proposed method is effective for various control systems.
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x 1 x 1 4 1 2 ( ) 3 ( ) Fig. 3 Schematic view of the fuser system in a printer. Paper with toner is heated and is pressed by roller1 and roller2. Roller1 is heated by heater, and roller3 is helpful to avoid reduction in temperature of roller1. The elements of the state vector are the temperatures of x 1 x 9 , T amb and T mat (painted blue circle). 
